OPTIMIZE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

HOW EFFICIENT IS YOUR ACCOUNTS PAYABLE?
Developments in AP tools have pushed the standard for optimizing AP beyond just automation. Lightening the work on your AP teams is still a priority, but businesses are benefiting from more control over their AP - giving them increased visibility over invoices, faster and more accurate auditing and reporting, and even turning AP from a Cost to a Profit Center.

VISIBILITY
Keeping a sharp eye on your AP processes helps your team work faster and more productively. Supplier inquiries get answered faster, and process changes are tracked easier. It also means getting advanced notice when your team will be overloaded - so you can make sure it doesn't happen.

AUDITING & REPORTING
Lost invoices are a thing of the past, and auditing is a breeze with an optimized AP solution. And don’t forget analytics - enhanced reporting makes monitoring performance and addressing those pain points in the process faster and easier than ever.

COST TO PROFIT CENTER
Automating AP has always been looked at as a way to reduce costs - but what about earning profit? Early-pay discounts working in conjunction with the reduced cost and workload on AP teams can have organizations truly moving AP from a cost to profit center.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT AP SOLUTION
Every AP system is unique. Find a solution that fits your current state, while satisfying your future needs.

WEBCENTER AP AUTOMATION
A legacy on-premise only solution which provides a reliable AP automation solution around invoice processing.
Best for
• A simple and stable approach to AP automation that integrates with on-premise ERPs like EBS 11i, R12 and Peoplesoft
• Lower invoice processing needs (a few thousand invoices per month)

INSPYRUS
A solution offering both SaaS and on-prem deployments. Inspyrus provides complete functionality for holistic AP optimization.
Best for
• End-to-end, fully customizable AP solution
• Integration with multiple ERPs: EBS, SAP Peoplesoft, JD Edwards, Oracle ERP Cloud
• Customers of all sizes and invoice processing throughput

AUTOMATED INVOICE PROCESSING
A SaaS-only solution that implements quickly and easily, available for Oracle ERP Cloud.
Best for
• Customers using Financials in Oracle ERP Cloud
• Limited implementation timeframes (implements in weeks, not months)

OPTIMIZING ACCOUNTS PAYABLE IS A GUIDED JOURNEY - AND DOESN'T HAVE TO BE DONE ALL AT ONCE.
Reach out to our team today to see where you can start improving your AP processes.
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